HOW TO ORDER:

BRAINSTORM YOUR MESSAGE

CELEBRATE YOUR TEAM
- WRITE A “CONGRATS” MESSAGE

SURPRISE YOUR SENIOR
- SUBMIT PHOTOS FROM THEN AND NOW

SAY FAREWELL TO FRIENDS
- CREATE A MEMORY THAT WILL LAST

CHOOSE YOUR PHOTOS
- BABY PICS - SENIOR PHOTOS - TEAMS
- ANYTHING IN BETWEEN

PICK YOUR SIZE

DESIGN + PURCHASE YOUR TRIBUTE
YEARBOOKORDERCENTER.COM
(SCHOOL CODE= 6510)**

PRICING:
1/8 PAGE= $65
1/4 PAGE= $105
1/2 PAGE= $185
FULL PAGE= $310

DEADLINE:
SENIOR TRIBUTES DUE DEC. 30
NO REFUNDS AFTER FEB. 28

ORDER NOW
YEARBOOKORDERCENTER.COM
(SCHOOL CODE= 6510)

OVERLAND TRAIL YEARBOOK

QUESTIONS? NEED DESIGN HELP?
LET US KNOW!

TWITTER: @OVERLANDYBK
INSTAGRAM: @OVERLANDYEARBOOK
EMAIL: OVERLANDYEARBOOK@GMAIL.COM
REMIND: TEXT @EG7DF9 TO 81010